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ABSTRACT

The 20-deoxyguanosine-30,50-diphosphate, 20-
deoxyadenosine-30,50-diphosphate, 20-deoxycyti-
dine-30,50-diphosphate and 20-deoxythymidine-30,
50-diphosphate systems are the smallest units of a
DNA single strand. Exploring these comprehensive
subunits with reliable density functional methods
enables one to approach reasonable predictions
of the properties of DNA single strands. With these
models, DNA single strands are found to have a
strong tendency to capture low-energy electrons.
The vertical attachment energies (VEAs) predicted
for 30,50-dTDP (0.17 eV) and 30,50-dGDP (0.14 eV)
indicate that both the thymine-rich and the
guanine-rich DNA single strands have the ability to
capture electrons. The adiabatic electron affinities
(AEAs) of the nucleotides considered here range
from 0.22 to 0.52 eV and follow the order
30,50-dTDP430,50-dCDP430,50-dGDP430,50-dADP. A
substantial increase in the AEA is observed com-
pared to that of the corresponding nucleic acid
bases and the corresponding nucleosides.
Furthermore, aqueous solution simulations dramat-
ically increase the electron attracting properties
of the DNA single strands. The present investigation
illustrates that in the gas phase, the excess electron
is situated both on the nucleobase and on the
phosphate moiety for DNA single strands. However,
the distribution of the extra negative charge is
uneven. The attached electron favors the base
moiety for the pyrimidine, while it prefers the
30-phosphate subunit for the purine DNA single
strands. In contrast, the attached electron is tightly
bound to the base fragment for the cytidine,
thymidine and adenosine nucleotides, while it
almost exclusively resides in the vicinity of the
30-phosphate group for the guanosine nucleotides

due to the solvent effects. The comparatively low
vertical detachment energies (VDEs) predicted for
30,50-dADP� (0.26 eV) and 30,50-dGDP� (0.32 eV)
indicate that electron detachment might compete
with reactions having high activation barriers such
as glycosidic bond breakage. However, the radical
anions of the pyrimidine nucleotides with high VDE
are expected to be electronically stable. Thus the
base-centered radical anions of the pyrimidine
nucleotides might be the possible intermediates
for DNA single-strand breakage.

INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of the distribution of excess electron sites
for DNA single strands is attracting increasing attention.
(1,2) The formation of anions in DNA fragments has been
found to be related to important biochemical processes
such as DNA damage and repair (3–10), charge transfer
along DNA (11–15), and the initiation of reactions
leading to mutation (3,5,16).
Experimentally based investigations suggest that the

nucleobases have small electron affinities (EAs), �0.1 eV
for thymine (T), cytosine (C) and uracil (U) (17). Negative
EA values have been determined for adenine (A) and
cytosine in gas-phase experiments (18,19). The identifica-
tion of the existence of two types of anions (dipole bound
and covalent) (20–22) partly explains the differences
among the different experimental EA values (23). Recent
experiments on the electron-capturing efficiencies of short
DNA oligomers provide the only estimate of the relative
order of the vertical attachment energies (VAEs) for DNA
single strands (1). However, the direct experimental
determination of the EAs of nucleosides and nucleotides
has proven difficult. Large DNA fragments, such as
nucleotides, are non-volatile and the requirement for the
vaporization of the species without thermal degradation
makes it difficult to carry out reliable experimental studies
in the gas phase.
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Theoretical investigations at various levels of sophisti-
cation have complemented the experimental studies.
While second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory
(MP2) underestimates the adiabatic electron affinities
(AEAs) for the five bases (24,25), density functional
theory (DFT) approaches yield experimentally consistent
AEA values for the individual bases (26–28). Theoretical
studies of excess charge in DNA have been extended to the
prediction of the EAs of subunits such as nucleosides and
nucleotides. Semi-empirical methods have been applied
to evaluate the EAs of nucleosides and nucleotides. (29,30)
With the reliably calibrated B3LYP/DZPþþ approach
(31), meaningful predictions of the EAs of the
20-deoxyribonucleosides have been completed (2). Recently,
the EAs of the pyrimidine nucleotides (30-dCMP,
30-dTMP, 50-dCMP, 50-dTMP) have also been predicted
at the B3LYP/DZPþþ level of theory (10,32–35).
To understand the effects of excess electrons on single-

strand DNA, the backbone of DNA should be realistically
simulated in the model study. Previous studies reveal
that the phosphate group at either the 30 or 50 position
increases the electron acquisition ability of the pyrimidines
(10,32,33). Thus, properly modeled systems representing
single-strand DNA should include the phosphate group at
both the 30 and 50 positions of the nucleotides. Moreover,
the knowledge of the distribution of the excess electron

sites and the availability of reliable EAs for the purine
nucleotides are of equal importance. The vertical attach-
ment of electrons to guanine-rich DNA single strands
appears to predominate over entrapment by the cytosine-
rich strands, as reported in the important 2005 experi-
ment by Ray et al. (1). Although previous studies of the
pyrimidine nucleosides and nucleotides suggest that
the excess electron is mainly located on the bases in the
electron-attached radical anions, the small AEA values
and the large dipole moments of the purine bases (2,26)
suggest that the situation for the purine nucleotides
might be different. Here, we report a theoretical investiga-
tion of electron attachment to reasonable models of DNA
single strands. The 20-deoxyguanosine-30,50-diphosphate
(30,50-dGDP), 20-deoxyadenosine-30,50-diphosphate (30,50-
dADP), 20-deoxycytidine-30,50-diphosphate (30,50-dCDP)
and 20-deoxythymidine-30,50-diphosphate (30,50-dTDP)
systems in their protonated forms have been selected as
models (see Scheme 1). For a better description of the
influence of the 30–50 phosphodiester linkage in DNA,
the -OPO3H moiety at the 50 position was terminated
with a methyl group. These systems represent the most
complete descriptions to date of the minimal DNA
subunits and are expected to provide reliable infor-
mation concerning electron attachment to single-
strand DNA.

Scheme 1. Models of the DNA single strands: 20-deoxyguanosine-30,50-diphosphate (30,50-dGDP), 20-deoxyadenosine-30,50-diphosphate (30,50-dADP),
20-deoxycytidine-30,50-diphosphate (30,50-dCDP) and 20-deoxythymidine-30,50-diphosphate (30,50-dTDP).
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THEORETICAL METHODS

The B3LYP functional approach (36,37) with basis sets
of double-� quality plus polarization and diffuse functions
(denoted DZPþþ) was used to obtain optimized geome-
tries, vibrationally zero-point corrected energies and
natural charges for the model molecules in both neutral
and anionic forms. The DZPþþ basis sets were con-
structed by augmenting the Huzinaga–Dunning (38,39)
set of contracted double-� Gaussian functions with one set
of p-type polarization functions for each H atom and one
set of five d-type polarization functions for each C, N,
O and P atom (ap(H)¼ 0.75, ad(C)¼ 0.75, ad(N)¼ 0.80,
ad(O)¼ 0.85, ad(P)¼ 0.60). To complete the DZPþþ

basis, one even-tempered diffuse s function was added to
each H atom, while sets of even-tempered diffuse s and
p functions were centered on each heavy atom. The even-
tempered orbital exponents were determined according to
the prescription of Lee and Schaefer (40). Each adiabatic
electron affinity was computed as the difference between
the absolute energies of the appropriate neutral and
anion species at their respective optimized geometries
AEA¼Eneut�Eanion.

To evaluate the electron-capture abilities of DNA single
strands in aqueous solution, the polarizable continuum
model (PCM) (41) with a dielectric constant of water
("¼ 78.39) was used to simulate the solvated environment
of an aqueous solution. To analyze the distributions of
each unpaired electron, molecular orbital and the spin-
density plots were constructed from the corresponding
B3LYP/DZPþþ densities. Natural population analysis
(NPA) was determined using the B3LYP functional
and the DZPþþ basis set with the Natural bond orbital
(NBO) analysis of Reed and Weinhold (42,43). The
GAUSSIAN 98 system of DFT programs (44) was used
for all computations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electron affinities

The positive EAs (Table 1) of the model systems suggest
that the DNA single strands have a tendency to capture
low-energy electrons and to form electronically stable
radical anions.

To understand the electron-capturing ability of DNA
single strands at the nascent stage of electron attachment,
it is necessary to estimate the vertical electron attachment
energies (VEAs). Relatively large VEAs are predicted
for 30,50-dTDP (0.17 eV) and 30,50-dGDP (0.14 eV) in
this investigation. This indicates that both the thymine-
rich and the guanine-rich DNA single strands are
prepared to capture low-energy electrons. Conversely,
the near zero VEA values for 30,50-dCDP (0.03 eV)
and 30,50-dADP (0.02 eV) suggest less effective electron
capturing abilities for cytosine and adenine-derived DNA
single strands. It must be noted that the high electron-
capturing ability of guanine-rich DNA single strands
and the low electron-capturing ability for cytosine-rich
and adenine-rich DNA single strands have been observed
in the experiments of Ray et al. (1). Although the VEA

value is not the sole factor related to the electron-capture
ability, our predictions for the VEAs of the nucleoside-
30,50-diphosphate systems allow us to understand these
experimental observations from the viewpoint of energy.
The AEAs of the nucleotides follow the order

30,50-dTDP430,50-dCDP430,50-dGDP430,50-dADP,
which is consistent with that for the nucleobases and the
nucleosides. However, substantial increases in the AEAs
are predicted compared to those for the corresponding
nucleic acid bases (0.52 eV versus 0.20 eV for T, 0.44 eV
versus 0.03 eV for C, 0.36 eV versus �0.07 eV for G and
0.22 eV versus �0.28 eV for A, respectively; see Table 1).
In addition, the increase in the AEAs from the nucleo-
sides to the corresponding nucleotides amounts to
�0.08–0.27 eV, signifying the importance of the phosphate
groups in the stabilization of the radical anions of the
DNA components. It is interesting to note that the AEA
of 30,50-dTDP is almost the same as that of 30-dTMP
(20-deoxythymidine-30-monophosphate). The influence of
the OH group at the 50 position on the AEA of 30-dTMP
is equivalent to that of the 50-phosphate group in
30,50-dTDP. The similar AEA value of 30,50-dCDP and
that of 30-dCMP (20-deoxycytidine-30-monophosphate)
suggest the same equivalency.
To evaluate the electronic stability of the radical anions,

the vertical detachment energies of the anions have been
predicted. The VDEs of the radical anions of the purines
are found to be about 0.3 eV, significantly smaller than
those of the radical anions of the pyrimidines (�0.7 eV).
Consequently, reactions with activation barriers higher

Table 1. Electron affinities of nucleic acid bases, nucleosides and

nucleotides (in eV)

Process AEA VEAa VDEb

30,50-dADP! 30,50-dADP� 0.10 (0.22) 0.02 0.26
30,50-dGDP! 30,50-dGDP� 0.24 (0.36) 0.14 0.32
30,50-dCDP! 30,50-dCDP� 0.27 (0.44) 0.03 0.71
30,50-dTDP! 30,50-dTDP� 0.35 (0.52) 0.17 0.67
30-dCMP! 30-dCMP� 0.33 (0.44)c 0.15c 1.28c

30-dTMP! 30-dTMP� 0.44 (0.56)c 0.26c 1.53c

50-dCMP! 50-dCMP� 0.20 (0.34)d �0.11d 0.85d

50-dTMP! 50-dTMP� 0.28 (0.44)d 0.01d 0.99d

dA! dA�
�0.05 (0.06)e 0.91e

dG! dG� 0.01 (0.09)e 0.05e

dC! dC� 0.21 (0.33)e 0.72e

dT! dT� 0.31 (0.44)e 0.94e

A!A�
�0.37 (�0.28)f

G!G�
�0.14 (�0.07)f

C!C�
�0.09 (0.03)f

T!T� 0.06 (0.20)f

Values with zero-point vibrational corrections are reported in
parentheses.
aVAE¼E(neutral)�E(anion), the energies are evaluated using the
optimized neutral structures.
bVDE¼E(neutral)�E(anion), the energies are evaluated using the
optimized anion structures.
cReferences (32,33), where 30-dCMP and 30-dTMP were labeled as
30-dCMPH and 30-dTMPH, respectively.
dReference (10), where 50-dCMP and 50-dTMP were labeled as
50-dCMPH and 50-dTMPH, respectively.
eReference (2).
fReference (26).
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than 0.3 eV (�7 kcal/mol), such as that for N-glycosidic
bond breakage (35), are not expected for the radical
anions of 30,50-dGDP and 30,50-dADP. As will be
shown below, the low VDE values for 30,50-dGDP and
30,50-dADP may be traced to the nature of the phosphate
group anion, while the high VDE values for 30,50-dTDP
and 30,50-dCDP are concordant with the characteristics
of the base-centered anions.

Molecular orbital analysis

Examination of the molecular orbital that the ‘last’
electron occupies provides an electronic structure-based
rationale for the electron-attracting capabilities of the
nucleotides. Plots of the singly occupied molecular orbitals
(SOMOs) for the radical anions are shown in Figure 1.
The most striking feature revealed by the SOMOs of these
nucleoside-30,50-diphosphates molecules is that the excess
electron density resides in part in the vicinity of the
phosphate moiety, at the 30 position. This phenomenon
has not been found for either the pyrimidine nucleoside-
30-monophophate radical anions (32,33) or the corre-
sponding 50-monophophate radical anions (10). Previous
investigations have shown that the excess electron density
is not located around the -PO4H2 moiety of the stable
radical anions of the pyrimidine nucleoside monopho-
sphate (10,32,33). The present results seem to suggest that
introducing a phosphate group at the 30 or 50 position
of the ribose improves the electron-capturing ability of the
30-phosphate fragment. The partial electron distribution
on the -PO4H2 moiety might have its origin in the
relatively low VDEs of the nucleoside–diphosphate com-
plexes. However, guanine is different, in that the excess
electron is partly covalent bonded to the 30-phosphate in
30,50-dGDP� while it appears to be dipole-bound in
the nucleoside (dG�) (2). The VDE of 30,50-dGDP� is
thus significantly higher than that of dG� (0.32 eV versus
0.05 eV). Examination of the SOMOs depicted in Figure 1
enables one to conclude that the excess electron largely
resides in the vicinity of the phosphate moiety in the

purine radical anions, while it is mainly located near the
nucleobase unit in the pyrimidines. Recall that the AEA
of the sugar-phosphate-sugar model is close to zero
(�0.00–0.03 eV) (45). In this light, the difference in
electron distributions between the purines and the
pyrimidines is expected.

It should be noted that the excess electron at the base
fragment in 30,50-dADP�, 30,50-dCDP� and 30,50-dTDP� is
valence-bound (the �� anti-bonding orbital of the base
is partly occupied, as shown in the SOMOs), while it
is typically dipole-bound in the guanine moiety in
30,50-dGDP�. This feature can also be seen in electron
attachment to the nucleosides (2). Compared to the
nucleosides, the net result of the introduction of phos-
phate groups at the 30 and 50 positions is to reduce the
population near the base moiety by increasing the electron
density around the phosphate groups.

Charge distributions

The location of negative charge on the constituent parts of
the nucleoside pair also provides some insight into the
overall electronic effect of the charge. Table 2 summarizes
the charge distributions among the bases, ribose and
phosphates for both the neutral and anionic complexes.
The analysis of the NPA charge differences between the
neutral and anionic nucleotides supports the conclusion
that the excess electron mainly resides in the vicinity of
the nucleobase moiety in the pyrimidine radical anions,
while it is largely located at the 30-phosphate group in the
purine. The NPA charge differences suggest that there is
0.63 a.u. of negative charge located on the thymine
and 0.29 a.u. on the 30-phosphate for 30,50-dTDP�; with
0.63 a.u. of negative charge located on the cytosine and

Figure 1. Plots of the SOMOs of the radical anions of 30,50-dADP,
30,50-dGDP, 30,50-dCDP and 30,50-dTDP.

Table 2. NPA charge distributions of the neutrals and radical anions

for the nucleoside-30,50-diphosphates

Component Neutral Anion �a

30,50-dADP
A �0.263 �0.683 �0.42
Ribose 0.999 0.921 �0.08
50-Phosphate �0.363 �0.405 �0.04
30-Phosphate �0.372 �0.833 �0.46
30,50-dGDP
G �0.266 �0.726 �0.46
Ribose 1.007 0.955 �0.05
50-Phosphate �0.369 �0.391 �0.02
30-Phosphate �0.372 �0.837 �0.46
30,50-dCDP
C �0.287 �0.917 �0.63 (�0.86b; �0.82c)
Ribose 1.011 0.861 �0.15 (�0.10b; �0.17c)
50-Phosphate �0.366 �0.378 �0.01 (�0.01c)
30-Phosphate �0.358 �0.565 �0.21(�0.04b)
30,50-dTDP
T �0.288 �0.919 �0.63 (�0.86b; �0.85c)
Ribose 1.008 0.938 �0.07 (�0.10b; �0.14c)
50-Phosphate �0.363 �0.371 �0.01 (�0.01c)
30-Phosphate �0.357 �0.647 �0.29 (�0.04b)

aNPA charge difference between neutral and anionic species.
bBased on the NPA analysis for 30-dCMP and 30-dTMP. References.
(32,33) and this work.
cBased on the NPA analysis for 50-dCMP and 50-dTMP.
Reference (10).
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0.21 a.u. on the 30-phosphate for 30,50-dCDP�. Conversely,
the charge distribution differences of the purine nucleo-
tides show significant increases in the negative charge
resident on the 30-phosphate group (0.46 a.u. for both
30,50-dADP� and 30,50-dGDP�) and remarkable decreases
in the negative charge populations on the base moieties
(0.42 a.u. for 30,50-dADP� and 0.46 a.u. for 30,50-dGDP�).
The NPA analyses for the pyrimidine nucleoside-50-
monophosphate (10) and nucleoside-30-monophosphate
(31) indicate that the excess electron does not qualitatively
reside on the phosphate group for the nucleoside-
monophosphate. Approximately 20% of the negative
charge distribution on the 30-phosphate group for the
pyrimidine nucleoside-30,50-diphosphates thus originates
from cooperative effects owing to the coexistence of
these two phosphate groups. The distribution of the ‘last’
electron amongst the constituent parts seems directly
correlated to the VDEs discussed above.

Geometries

The fully optimized geometries of the neutral and anionic
nucleoside-30,50-diphosphates are depicted in Figure 2.
The most striking finding is that pyramidization of atom
C8 in the radical anion dA� and atom C6 of dC� and dT�

(also in the pyrimidine nucleoside-monophosphates)
(2,10,32,33) is barely detected in the anionic nucleoside-
30,50-diphosphates. The dihedral angle DN1-C5-H6-C6 is less
than 38 in 30,50-dCDP� and 30,50-dTDP� [it is �10–208 in
the corresponding nucleosides and their monophosphate
complexes (2,10,33)], and the dihedral DN9-N7-H8-C8

in 30,50-dADP� is less than 18 (in contrast, it is about
308 in dA�) (2). Compared to the nucleosides and the
nucleoside-monophosphates, the geometric variations due
to electron attachment are less obvious for the bases of the
nucleoside-30,50-diphosphates. Typically, the C5–C6 and
C6–N1 bond distances in 30,50-dCDP� are 0.03 and 0.04 Å
longer than those for the neutral species. These differences
are about 0.02 Å less than the corresponding bond-length
elongations found for the formation of 50-dCMP�

(the C5–C6 and C6–N1 bond increases amount to 0.05
and 0.06 Å for in the radical anion of 50-dCMP, and 0.05
and 0.06 Å in the radical anion of dC, respectively) (2,10).
Similarly, the C5–C6 and C6–N1 bond distance increases
are 0.03 and 0.03 Å in 30,50-dTDP�, while they are 0.05
and 0.06 Å in dT� and 50-dTMP�, respectively. (2,10)
Moreover, the bond elongations in N7–C8 and C8–N9
due to electron attachment to 30,50-dADP are significantly
less than those (2) for the related nucleoside (0.01 Å for
30,50-dADP versus 0.07–0.09 Å for dA). The reduction
of the glycosidic bond distance in the radical anions of the
nucleoside-30,50-diphosphates is about 0.01 Å less than
that for the corresponding nucleosides and nucleoside-
monophosphates. The less significant geometric altera-
tions of the base moiety of the radical anions of
30,50-dADP, 30,50-dCDP and 30,50-dTDP might originate
from the less negative charge distribution near the base
moiety, consistent with the molecular orbital analysis
and the charge distribution analysis discussed above.
Due to the nature of the dipole-bound anion, it is not

unexpected that the geometry of the guanine base of
30,50-dGDP is little changed by electron attachment.

Effects of solvation

Analogous to the pyrimidine-monophosphates, interac-
tion with water greatly improves the electron-capture
ability of DNA single strands. Note that when we speak of
the ‘electron affinity’ of a solvated molecule M, the
physical situation described is a microsolvated M(H2O)n
system, in which the water uniformly enclose M and n
becomes arbitrarily large. In this sense, the ‘AEA’ values
are 1.59 eV for 30,50-dADP, 0.95 eV for 30,50-dGDP,

Figure 2. Optimized geometrical structures for the neutrals and radical
anions of 30,50-dADP, 30,50-dGDP, 30,50-dCDP and 30,50-dTDP. Bond
distances are in Å. Color representations: orange for P, gray for C, red
for O, blue for N and white for H.
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1.99 eV for 30,50-dCDP and 1.98 eV for 30,50-dTDP in
aqueous solution. The increases in the AEAs with
solvation range from 0.6 eV (30,50-dGDP) to 1.5 eV
(30,50-dCDP), similar to those for the pyrimidine-
monophosphates (10,32–34).
It is even more important to notice that the polar

solvent surroundings associated with aqueous solution

alter the distribution of the excess electron in each DNA
single strand dramatically (see Figure 3). Due to the
solvation effects, the excess electron resides almost
completely near the base for 30,50-dCDP�, 30,50-dTDP�

and even for 30,50-dADP�, for which case the base
fragment excess electron density is low in the gas phase.
Conversely, the excess electron distribution in aqueous
solution is largely limited to the vicinity of the
30-phosphate group in 30,50-dGDP�, resulting in a
phosphate-located radical anion. Although there is a
hypothesis (45) that the excess electron might reside on
the phosphate group of DNA single strands, the present
study provides the sound theoretical evidence for only the
guanine-related nucleotides. However, the present study
also reveals that this hypothesis might be applicable
for the purine nucleotides in the gas phase and only valid
for the guanine nucleotide in aqueous solution.

It is well known that the phosphate groups of the
nucleotides are deprotonated in aqueous solution. Recent
studies demonstrate that the EAs of the pyrimidine
nucleotides are nearly independent of the existence of
counterions in aqueous solution (32,34). Accordingly,
the deprotonation of the phosphate groups in aqueous
solution should not affect the EAs of 30,50-dCDP and
30,50-dTDP. Note that the excess electron density in
30,50-dADP� is distributed mainly on the base moiety in
aqueous solution. Thus, one might expect that deprotona-
tion of the phosphate in dADP would influence its
electron affinity to a minor degree. However, since the
unpaired electron is primarily located on the phosphate
moiety of 30,50-dGDP� in aqueous solution, the deproto-
nation of the phosphates might reduce the electron affinity
of dGDP considerably.

CONCLUSIONS: IMPACT ON LEE-INDUCED DNA
SINGLE-STRAND BREAKAGE (SSB)

The 20-deoxyguanosine-30,50-diphosphate, 20-deoxyadeno-
sine-30,50-diphosphate, 20-deoxycytidine-30,50-diphosphate
and 20-deoxythymidine-30,50-diphosphate systems are the
simplest fragments of DNA single strands that might be
considered representative. Exploring electron attachment
to these archetypal units of DNA single strands enables
one to approach reliable predictions of the EAs of DNA
single strands.

DNA single strands have a strong tendency to capture
low-energy electrons and to form electronically stable
radical anions. The relatively large VEAs predicted
for 30,50-dTDP (0.17 eV) and 30,50-dGDP (0.14 eV) in this
investigation indicate that both the thymine-rich and the
guanine-rich DNA single strands have the ability to
capture low-energy electrons. Conversely, the small VEA
values of 30,50-dCDP (0.03 eV) and 30,50-dADP (0.02 eV)
imply that the electron-capture efficiency of the cytosine
and adenine-rich DNA single strands is lower than those
for guanine and thymine.

The AEAs of the nucleotides range from 0.22 to 0.52 eV
and follow the order 30,50-dTDP430,50-dCDP430,
50-dGDP430,50-dADP. A substantial increase in the
AEA is predicted compared to that of the corresponding

Figure 3. Plots of the SOMOs of the radical anions of 30,50-dADP,
30,50-dGDP, 30,50-dCDP and 30,50-dTDP in aqueous solution.

Table 3. Dihedral angles of the pyramidized base atoms for the radical

anions of nucleotides

Species Dihedrala Comparisons

30,50-dADP� 0.68 (30.78)b

30,50-dGDP� 0.28 (0.48)b

30,50-dCDP� 2.88 (8.78)b, (20.28)c, (11.88)d

30,50-dTDP� 2.98 (16.58)b, (23.78),c (16.88)d

aDihedral is DN9-N7-H8-C8 for purine and DN1-C5-H6-C6 for pyrimidine.
See Scheme 1 for atom labels.
bDihedral of the corresponding nucleosides. Reference (2), also this
work.
cDihedral of the corresponding 30-dCDP� and 30-dTDP�. References
(32,33) and this work.
dDihedral of the corresponding 50-dCDP� and 50-dTDP�. Reference
(10), and this work.

Table 4. ‘Electron affinities’ of nucleotides (in eV) in aqueous solution

Process AEA (in eV)

30,50-dADP! 30,50-dADP� 1.59
30,50-dGDP! 30,50-dGDP� 0.95
30,50-dCDP! 30,50-dCDP� 1.99
30,50-dTDP! 30,50-dTDP� 1.98
30-dCMP! 30-dCMP� 2.18a

50-dCMP! 50-dCMP� 1.89b

50-dTMP! 50-dTMP� 1.96b, 2.00c

Deprotonated 50-dTMP�
! [Deprotonated 50-dTMP�]� 1.95c

aReferences (32,33); based on gas-phase optimized structures.
bReference (10); based on gas-phase optimized structures.
cReference (34); based on aqueous solution optimized structures.
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nucleic acid bases and the corresponding nucleosides.
The effect of the phosphate groups in stabilizing the
radical anions of the DNA components is crucial.

The coexistence of the phosphate groups at the 30 and
50 positions of the ribose results in a more delocalized
electron distribution around both the base and the
phosphate moieties. About 20–30% of the negative
charge is located at the phosphate group for the
pyrimidine nucleotides, while the analogous distribution
is about 50% for the purine nucleotides.

Aqueous solution dramatically increases the electron-
capturing ability of the DNA single strands, by up to
1–2 eV. Moreover, the solvent effect localize the excess
electron on either the base (for 30,50-dADP, 30,50-dCDP
and 30,50-dTDP) or the phosphate (for 30,50-dGDP)
subunit.

It is worthwhile to point out that base stacking seems
unlikely to affect the EAs of single strands of DNA, as
shown in the computational study by Simons’ group (46).
The primary results of our own study of the solvated
dGdC base-stacking model suggest that this is also true
for the stacked bases in aqueous solution.

Low energy electron (LEE) attachment induced DNA
SSB has attracted great interest from both experiment and
theory (6–10,33,35,45,47–49). Electron attachment to
DNA single strands may lead to either N–C glycosidic
bond rupture or C30–O30 and C50–O50 �-bond breakage.
Distinct electron attachment positions have been pro-
posed based on different model studies (7–10,32–37). The
present investigation demonstrates that in the gas phase,
the excess electron is located both on the nucleobase and
the phosphate moiety for DNA single strands. However,
the distribution of the negative charge is not even. The
attached electron favors the base moiety for the pyrimidine
DNA oligomers, and it prefers the 30-phosphate subunit for
the purineDNA single strands. In contrast, the distribution
of the extra negative charge is more localized in aqueous
solution. The attached electron is tightly bound to the base
fragment for the cytidine, thymidine and adenosine
nucleotides; for the guanosine nucleotides, this ‘last
electron’ resides primarily in the vicinity of the
30-phosphate group due to the solvation effects.

The comparatively low VDE values predicted for
30,50-dADP� and 30,50-dGDP� indicate that both are
electronically less favorable, and electron detachment
might compete with reactions involving relatively high
activation barriers such as glycosidic bond breakages.
However, the radical anions of the pyrimidine nucleotides
with high VDE values are expected to be electronically
stable. Thus the base-centered radical anions of the
pyrimidine nucleotides might be the possible intermediates
for DNA SSB.
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